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Abstract  Flat space cosmology is a recently introduced cosmological model which appears to be a useful 
heuristic model for correlating current astronomical observations. Based upon a few number of reasonable initial 
assumptions, our cosmological model universe is always flat and yet it shows a remarkably robust inflationary 
expansion effect within a tiny fraction of the first second of universal time. Our thermodynamic formula closely 
resembles Hawking’s black hole temperature formula, and yet it appears to correlate closely with cosmic 
temperature vs. time derivations from experiments in particle physics. Lastly, our model supports recent credible 
challenges to the current concept of dark energy. 
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1. Introduction 
Standard LCDM cosmology is currently widely 

accepted as the “gold standard” of Big Bang cosmology 
[1]. The LCDM model incorporates a theory of “cosmic 
inflation”, as well as the concepts of “cold dark matter” 
and “dark energy”. We have recently introduced our 
competing alternative heuristic cosmological model for 
correlating current astronomical observations [2,3]. 
Because our model is always at the Friedmann critical 
average mass density it is always “flat” by this definition; 
hence, the name “flat space cosmology”. 

In reviewing our first introductory paper [2], the reader 
will see how knowing only the current cosmic microwave 
background radiation (CMBR) temperature of 2.725 K 
allows one to derive credible current values for the Hubble 
parameter, Hubble radius, Hubble time and total mass of 
our observable universe. In our second introductory paper 
[3], we derived a thermodynamic formula closely 
resembling Hawking’s black hole temperature formula 
and closely correlated the CMBR redshift of 1093 with the 
recombination temperature of 3,000 K. This has given us 
some confidence in the reliability of flat space cosmology 
as a useful heuristic model. 

2. Basic Assumptions of Flat Space 
Cosmology 

Our key model assumptions can be expressed as 
follows, for any scale starting from the Planck scale to the 
scale of our observable universe: 

1. Cosmic radius R and total mass MR follow the 

Schwarzschild formula 2
2 RGMR

c
≅

 
at all times. 

2. The cosmic horizon always translates at speed of 
light c with respect to its geometric center. Thus, in 
our model, the Hubble parameter HR can be 
expressed as c/R. And considering assumptions 1 and 
2 together, the cosmic Hubble radius can be 

expressed as 2
2 R

R

GM cR
Hc

≅ ≅  and Hubble time 

(universal age) can be expressed as 1 RR c H≅ for 
any stage of cosmic expansion.  

3. Following thermodynamics of Hawking’s black hole 
temperature formula [4], at any radius R cosmic 
temperature TR is inversely proportional to the 
geometric mean of cosmic total mass MR and the 
Planck mass MPl.  
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Comment: Although our first introductory paper also 
incorporated a cosmic rotation assumption, recent analysis 
of conservation of angular momentum within our model 
has lead us to conclude that our model universe can have, 
at most, an angular momentum of 2  kg.m2sec-1 and a 
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current angular velocity of 10-139 rad.sec-1, which would be 
entirely undetectable by any technology we can imagine. 

3. Model Equations for Flat Space 
Cosmology  

A. Relations between cosmic radius, total mass and 
Hubble parameter: 
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where R, MR and HR represent cosmic radius, total mass 
and Hubble parameter, respectively. Average mass density 
equaling Friedmann critical density is seen in relation (3). 
Hence, our cosmic model is constantly “flat” as defined 
by the Friedmann critical density formula. 

B. Relations between temperature, mass, radius and 
Hubble parameter (thermodynamics): 
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where TR represents the cosmic temperature for a given 
cosmic radius R and RPl is the Schwarzschild radius 
corresponding to Planck mass MPl. 

4. Our Derivations of Current 
Cosmological Parameters 

Using only our basic assumptions and the equations 
they generate above, derivations of current values for our 
observable universe are as follows: 

Relations between universal current radius R0, current 
temperature T0, current Hubble parameter H0, current total 
mass M0, and current average mass-energy density: 
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where ( )0 averageρ is the average mass density and 

( )0 criticalρ is Friedmann’s critical average mass density. 
The above-derived radius and mass values simulate a 

current observable universe with a radius of 14.6 billion 
light-years and roughly 2 x 1022 visible stars plus 5x dark 
matter, or roughly 1053 kg. 

Our analysis of conservation of angular momentum in 
flat space cosmology (pending publication), indicates the 
maximum possible Planck scale angular momentum to be: 
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Assuming angular momentum conservation, maximum 
possible current angular momentum is: 

 ( )2
0 0 0 0 2A M R ω≅ ≤   (13) 

Hence, the maximum possible current angular velocity is: 
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Based upon this extremely small derived maximum 
theoretical value, our pending angular momentum paper 
concludes “this number is well beyond our ability to 
observe cosmic rotation effects in the present” or, 
presumably, even at the universal age at recombination. 
Thus, our model predicts that rotational effects are 
unlikely to be detectable in higher resolutions of the 
cosmic microwave background radiation (CMBR).  

As our cosmic model is always assumed to be 
expanding at light speed, from the beginning of the Planck 
scale, cosmic age can be expressed as follows: 
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For the current case, since ( )plR is very small and 

( )0 0plR R R− ≅
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5. Our Model Correlation with Observed 
CMBR Redshift 

We have proposed simple model equations (relations 
17-20) for observed and predicted cosmic redshifts [3], 
including the CMBR redshift. One particularly simple 
model equation under current study is: 
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and where R0 and Rx represent current and past cosmic 
radii, respectively. With reference to the assumed 
equivalent cosmic temperature from our second 
introductory paper [3], redshift term Z can be obtained in 
the following way: 
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From relation (5) it is clear that the cosmic radius is 
inversely proportional to the squared cosmic temperature. 
The above relation (17) can be expressed, approximately, 
as follows: 
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For past higher cosmic temperatures, 
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This can be compared with the famous relation familiar 
to modern cosmologists: 
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The following graph (Figure 1), according to above 
relation (17), shows expected cosmic redshift as a function 
of the log ratio of current cosmic radius (R0) to past 
cosmic radius (Rx) pertaining to a particular astronomical 
observation. In this manner, increasingly greater redshifts 
would be expected to correspond with more distant 
galactic observations. However, notice the apparent near-
linearity below the radius ratio of about 20 (Log 1.3), and 
the increasingly nonlinear appearance with deeper space 
observations. The authors propose that something like this 
mathematical relationship could be useful in modeling the 
results of progressively deeper space observations. For 
data, see Table 1. The last row of Table 1 (next page) 
correlates cosmic radius (Rx), Log (Rx/R0), redshift and 
universal age corresponding to a temperature of 3116 K.  

Table 1. Cosmic Physical Parameters Obtained with Above Relations 
Assumed Cosmic radius (m) Hubble parameter (1/sec) Log(R0/Rx) Redshift Temperature (K) Age (Years) 

1.34848E+26 2.22319E-18 0.00 0.0 2.7 1.4253E+10 
8.19745E+25 3.65714E-18 0.22 0.8 3.5 8.6647E+09 
4.98325E+25 6.016E-18 0.43 1.3 4.5 5.2673E+09 
3.02933E+25 9.89632E-18 0.65 1.9 5.7 3.2020E+09 
1.84154E+25 1.62795E-17 0.86 2.5 7.4 1.9465E+09 
1.11948E+25 2.67797E-17 1.08 3.3 9.5 1.1833E+09 
6.80533E+24 4.40526E-17 1.30 4.3 12.1 7.1932E+08 
4.13698E+24 7.24665E-17 1.51 5.6 15.6 4.3728E+08 
2.51488E+24 1.19207E-16 1.73 7.3 20.1 2.6582E+08 
1.52417E+24 1.96692E-16 1.95 9.4 25.8 1.6110E+08 
9.23739E+23 3.24542E-16 2.16 12.0 33.2 9.7639E+07 
5.59842E+23 5.35495E-16 2.38 15.5 42.7 5.9175E+07 
3.39298E+23 8.83566E-16 2.60 19.9 55.0 3.5864E+07 
2.05635E+23 1.45788E-15 2.82 25.6 70.8 2.1736E+07 
1.24627E+23 2.40551E-15 3.03 32.9 91.1 1.3173E+07 
7.55318E+22 3.96909E-15 3.25 42.2 117.2 7.9837E+06 
4.57768E+22 6.549E-15 3.47 54.3 150.9 4.8386E+06 
2.77435E+22 1.08058E-14 3.69 69.7 194.2 2.9325E+06 
1.68143E+22 1.78297E-14 3.90 89.5 249.9 1.7773E+06 
1.01905E+22 2.94189E-14 4.12 115.0 321.6 1.0771E+06 
6.17604E+21 4.85412E-14 4.34 147.8 413.9 6.5281E+05 
3.74305E+21 8.0093E-14 4.56 189.8 532.7 3.9564E+05 
2.26852E+21 1.32153E-13 4.77 243.8 685.6 2.3978E+05 
1.37486E+21 2.18053E-13 4.99 313.2 882.4 1.4532E+05 
8.33248E+20 3.59788E-13 5.21 402.3 1135.7 8.8074E+04 
5.04999E+20 5.9365E-13 5.43 516.7 1461.6 5.3378E+04 
3.06060E+20 9.79522E-13 5.64 663.8 1881.2 3.2351E+04 
1.85491E+20 1.61621E-12 5.86 852.6 2421.2 1.9606E+04 
1.12419E+20 2.66675E-12 6.08 1095.2 3116.2 1.1883E+04 
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Figure 1. Cosmic Redshift vs Log Ratio of Current and Past Cosmic Radii 

Thus, simple model formula relations (17) and (20) 
closely approximate the recombination temperature of 
3000 K and CMBR redshift of 1093 believed to be related 
to formation of the first hydrogen atoms. 

The following figure (Figure 2) is a summary log graph 
showing how our model equations tightly correlate 
universal age (Hubble time), Hubble radius, total mass M0 

and cosmic temperature. It is noteworthy that this graph 
shows a pronounced cosmic inflation effect for the early 
universe .In particular, the Hubble radius in meters 
expands by 25 logs of 10 within the first 10-17second. The 
significance of this is addressed in the discussion section 
below. 

 

Figure 2. 

The tight correlation between universal age and cosmic 
temperature in our model is perhaps more noticeable when 
we overlay the same summary log graph with a color-
coded map derived from theoretical and experimental 
particle physics. The color code corresponds to the various 
particle physics epochs of the early universe. The 

universal age and temperature correlations are fairly well 
worked out for temperatures below about 1015 K, because 
they can be closely simulated in our most energetic 
particle accelerators, including the Large Hadron Collider 
at CERN. However, they remain purely theoretical at 
temperatures higher than about 1015 K. 
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Figure 3. 

6. Discussion 
Since the initial development of the Big Bang theory in 

the early and mid-20th century, there have been three 
major refinements to the theory. In chronological order, 
these refinements (largely necessitated by astronomical 
observations) include the very credible evidence of dark 
matter [5], the current theory of cosmic inflation (“new 
inflation”) [6,7], and the 1998 Type Ia supernovae data [8] 
purporting to show evidence of a positive cosmological 
constant (“dark energy”). The most widely accepted Big 
Bang cosmological model incorporating these refinements 
is usually referred to as LCDM cosmology. 

LCDM cosmology is one the few remaining 
cosmological models consistent with the recently released 
2015 Planck survey data. The Planck survey data appear 
to eliminate all noninflationary models. Perhaps most 
importantly, the Planck survey data show very strong 
evidence that our currently observable universe is 
extremely flat. Any remaining cosmological model in 
competition with LCDM cosmology must explain the 
extreme flatness of our universe. The only models which 
can do this are of two major types: those which are always 
flat (such as our model); and those which just happen to 
be flat at the present time, although they may have 
significant positive or negative curvature at other stages of 
universal expansion.  

The LCDM cosmology model has sufficiently robust 
inflation in the very early universe that even a highly 
curved early universe would be expected to be flat at the 

present time. However, LCDM cosmology also 
incorporates a dark energy dominated final stage of 
progressively more negative curvature. 

Of late, there have been several critical commentaries 
on the theory of cosmic inflation, most notable among 
which is from one of its creators, Dr. Paul Steinberg [9]. 
One reasonable criticism of the theory is that it seems to 
imply an infinite number of parallel universes in which 
every possible permutation not only happens, but happens 
an infinite number of times! As Dr. Steinhardt has so 
rightly pointed out, a theory which predicts every 
conceivable outcome predicts nothing.  

We would also point out that a model in which inflation 
turns on and then off and then on again (in the final form 
of dark energy), and yet gives us a perfectly flat universe 
at the present time, appears to violate the Copernican 
principle, where we just happen to be living at the time 
when the attraction of gravity and the repulsion of dark 
energy appear to be in perfect balance.  

The current theory of cosmic inflation operates on 
several assumptions. Considering that large-scale 
homogeneity was assumed in the development of general 
relativity (Einstein assumed an infinite universe), it had 
been a puzzle to cosmologists as to how a universe 
assumed to be much larger than our own Hubble radius 
could have had any kind of causal connection to generate 
homogeneity. This has been called the “horizon problem.” 
The theory of cosmic inflation assumes such large-scale 
homogeneity and incorporates an extremely brief period 
of superluminal hyper-rapid exponential expansion which 
simultaneously solves the flatness problem and the 
horizon problem [10].  
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Our cosmic model has a different set of reasonable 
assumptions. We don’t automatically assume our universe 
to be considerably larger beyond what we can now see. 
We don’t automatically assume that space-time “stretches” at 
superluminal speed. General relativity works just as well 
with a finite flat universe of 14.6 billion light-years in 
radius as it does with a universe of infinite proportions. A 
crucial difference, however, is that our model universe is 
confined to a size limited by its speed of light Hubble 
radius. This solution to the “horizon problem” is built into 
our model, not because we designed it with that intention, 
but because a universe bounded by a speed of light Hubble 
radius should to be causally connected. 

The theory of cosmic inflation also postulates that 
primordial density perturbations resulting from primordial 
quantum fluctuations are responsible for the structure of 
the universe we see today. This also seems reasonable in 
“flat space cosmology.”  

Our flat space cosmology model, perhaps surprisingly, 
also shows pronounced hyper-rapid inflationary expansion 
of the early universe (25 logs of 10 within the first 10-17 
second in our Figure 2 summary log graph), but without 
the attendant problems at the heart of the theory of cosmic 
inflation as reported by Dr. Steinhardt [9]. In contrast to 
the abrupt stops and starts and temporary flatness of new 
inflation, our cosmic model is constantly flat and never 
turns off the expansion process.  

In fact, in contrast to the classic textbook model of a 
flat universe constantly decelerating due to attractive 
gravity but never quite coming to a complete stop, our 
cosmic horizon just keeps coasting along at speed of light 
c. We postulate that this effect may be what has been 
mistaken for dark energy, since our most distant 
observable galaxies are clearly not decelerating. The 
reader will, of course, object that dark energy is, in fact, 
causing cosmic acceleration. However, there are recent 
credible arguments that the 1998 Type Ia supernovae 
data are not at all conclusive in this regard. Please see 
references [11,12,13]. In fact, a very strong case has 
been made by Jun-Jie Wei, et al., that the Type Ia 
supernovae data are a better fit for a cosmic horizon 
coasting along at speed of light c [12]! 

So, what would it imply if our observable universe has 
not undergone superluminal expansion and is not subject 
to a mysterious new type of “energy”? First of all, it 
would imply that the assumed volume of our observable 
universe has been grossly overestimated by at least a 
factor of ten. Secondly, it would imply that there is no 
mass-energy component of the calculated critical mass 
density attributable to dark energy. This would then imply 
that our calculated M0 value (the baryonic matter plus the 
approximately 5x cold dark matter) from relation (10) may 
be all one needs to divide by our Hubble volume to 
determine the average mass density of our universe. We 
would then observe by relation (11) that the calculated 
average mass density of our Hubble volume is 8.4 x 10-27 

kg.m-3, which is exactly what has long been predicted for 
our universe. 

7. Conclusions 
In this paper, we have attempted to show that flat space 

cosmology is a viable, and perhaps superior, alternative to 

standard LCDM cosmology. Our introductory papers [2,3] 
have clearly demonstrated that, with very few basic and 
reasonable model assumptions, a variety of astronomical 
observations can be correlated to a remarkable degree. 
The reader is referred to the summary log graphs (Figures 
2 and 3) to see how the model equations may correlate all 
the way down to the Planck scale and to the cosmic 
temperature vs universal age predictions from theoretical 
and experimental particle physics. 

In the discussion section we have pointed out some of 
the most important objections to the theory of cosmic 
inflation as currently formulated, not the least of which are 
the abrupt transitions, implication of infinitely many 
parallel universes, and the apparent violation of the 
Copernican principle. We have demonstrated in the 
summary log graphs that our own model exhibits a robust 
period of hyper-rapid exponential expansion (25 logs of 
10 in the first 10-17 second). However, in contrast to the 
theory of cosmic inflation, the naturally evolving 
inflationary expansion of our model shows no abrupt 
transitions and continues without slowing down (unlike 
the constantly decelerating textbook flat universe).  

In the final part of the discussion section, after 
dispelling the unreasonable notion of superluminal 
expansion, and referencing the marginal evidence for 
cosmic acceleration [11,12,13], we explain why our 
derived total mass M0 (baryonic mass plus 5x dark matter) 
divided by the Hubble volume gives us the long-predicted 
universal average mass density of 8.4 x 10-27 kg.m-3. We 
humbly invite the reader to explore this fascinating subject 
[14,15,16,17,18]! 
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